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“We slept when it got dark and arose when the light returned. 
Scientists now know our bodies release melatonin after dusk to 
help us follow these natural rhythms of life” 

~Last Spring Storm (John Thomas), Dene Nation 

# of points  If this statement is true for you or not 

0 points = Not true  
1 point = Sometimes true 
2 points  = I have done this (not something one does regularly) 
3 points  = True most of the time  

1. MY WORLD VIEW 
We all have different “world views,” depending upon our personal values, life 
experiences and cultural background. Ideally, our “world view” grows and 
changes as we gain more knowledge, experience and consider other points of 
view.  

Please complete the WORLD VIEW & VALUES SURVEYS BEFORE and AFTER 
completing this Action Pack.  

 

Aboriginal wisdom presents another world view and values to consider: 

2. ACTION SURVEY 
Our personal integrity develops when we act in alignment with our values 
and our world view. We often see shifts in our actions as our knowledge 
about topics grows. You will be asked to take action throughout this 
project to try out what it is like to change habits. 

2.1 BEFORE starting your Action Pack, review the Action Survey to see if you might already be 
doing some of these actions. Don’t worry if you aren’t yet, you’ll have a chance to do as 
many as you want in this Action Pack! Complete Column A, giving yourself points for each 
action as outlined below. Add these up for the Total in COLUMN A.  

Only complete Column A at this time. 
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2.2 DURING your Action Pack inquiry, you will be asked to set your goals and tick off the 
Actions you intend to take in COLUMN B… and then do them! IF you have already done all 
of the suggested actions, think of a new action, get it approved by your teacher and write it 
into the last open space.  

2.3 AFTER you have completed the entire Action Pack you will complete Column C, but don’t 
do that now either! Just focus on filling out Column A at this time. 

Action Survey  
 What Actions have I taken before?  

 

What Actions will I start taking? 

A 
Done before 
Action Pack 

B 
I intend to do 
this Action √ 

C 
I have done 

these Actions 
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1. I have installed a power bar for my entertainment 
and computer electronics and I turn it off when 
not in use.* 

   

2. I turned off every light as I left a room yesterday.*    

3. I have turned off every light as I left a room for the 
last week.* 

   

4. I have turned off every light as I left a room for the 
last 2 weeks.* 

   

5. I wash one load of clothes using cold water instead 
of hot water.* 
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6. I have researched Bullfrog Power at Link 24 to find 
out how households and organizations can use 
green energy instead of carbon based fuels.  

   

7. I have replaced the incandescent lightbulbs in my 
household with compact fluorescent bulbs.* 

   

8. I have encouraged my household to install motion 
detector lights or turn off lights outside of my 
house, instead of having the lights on all night.* 

   

9. I have researched EnergySave appliances and 
encouraged my family to buy the next household 
appliance with this certification if we are buying it 
new. 

   

10. I discussed the opportunity of supporting Bullfrog 
Power with my family. 

   

http://www.bullfrogpower.com/
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11. I have created signs to TURN OFF LIGHTS and post 
them next to light switches in my school. 

   

12. I have encouraged my school to replace 
incandescent bulbs with compact fluorescent 
bulbs as they burn out.* 

   

13. I have researched alternative power sources for 
our school and proposed we switch to some 
renewable energy sources. 
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14. I have gone to a rally or talk or signed a petition 
about supporting renewable energy sources. 

   

15. I found out what government department 
regulates this issue and which elected politician is 
responsible for this department. List issue: 

_______________________________________ 

   

16. I wrote a letter to the department staff and/or to 
the politician stating the change that I think is 
appropriate. Change I wrote about: 

_______________________________________ 

   

17. My customized and related action (teacher 
approved):______________________________ 

   

 What Actions have I taken? A  
Before 

 C  
After 

Totals:    

 Starting Points 
Sustainability 

 Total Points 
Sustainability 

*BTCEA has measurable data on the environmental benefits of these actions.   
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